Paddlesteamers, Postcards and Holidays Past
SITE VISIT – VALLEY OF ROCKS
STAY SAFE IN THE VALLEY OF ROCKS!
Do not climb any rocks.
Stay away from the edge above the sea.

As you arrive at the Valley of Rocks, imagine that we have travelled here in a
time machine, and the year is somewhere around 1800. The explorers of the
last couple of centuries have brought back maps and charts of distant places,
and amazing tales of other landscapes and lifestyles, and we are beginning to
realise that there is an awful lot we don't yet know.
Thanks to Isaac Newton, we know something about gravity and other
scientific matters. As a result, some of the most respected thinkers of the time
argued quite convincingly that the traditional theories – such as the one about
God creating the universe in seven days, just a few thousand years ago –
could not be right. Scientists, naturalists and antiquarians have set out on a
hunt for data in the natural world, and writers and artists are out there with
them, looking for new ways to express how they feel about it all.
Darwin has not yet come up with his theory of evolution, and we don't know
much about dinosaurs or fossils, or how the prehistoric world looked; but we
are on the verge of some spectacular advances in knowledge as people
investigate and catalogue the natural world around them. Like those tourists
in the “Age of Enlightenment”, we are in the Valley of Rocks to do just that.

AN ARTIST'S VIEWPOINT
Imagine you are an artist, and your way of interpreting the world around you
is by drawing or painting it. The Victorian print above is a stylised view of the
Valley of Rocks, lining up the visible headlands and cradling them in the
dramatic sweep of the valley's sides.
 Do some quick sketches from the most dramatic viewpoints around the
valley to find one that inspires you to come up with your own stylised
portrait of the area. The final version need not be a drawing: it could be
a print or a painting, maybe even a piece of embroidery or a sculpture.
Make lots of notes and sketches so that you have enough information to
work from when you leave the site.
The picture below is from one of the earliest postcards, designed to celebrate
the landscape and attract tourists to the area:

 Can you find where the rock formation is? Can you see why it is named
“Castle Rock”?
 Another rock formation near this one is known as “The White Lady”
because if you look at it from the right direction there appears to be a
white lady there. Victorian visitors loved this! Can you find it?
 What do you think would particularly attract people to the scenery
around you? Design a postcard of your own that showcases this.

A POET'S INTERPRETATION
Maybe you are a writer. Some people are able to use descriptive language to
conjure up a vivid picture of the scenery around them without needing to draw
it. Sometimes the atmosphere of a place inspires them to use it as the setting
for a piece of imaginative writing. This might be poetry or fiction, or maybe a
new version of an old tale.
In the late 1790s, Romantic poets Coleridge and Wordsworth often
walked 50 miles in a day to visit the Valley of Rocks, which they called
the “Valley of Stones”. They found its towering rock formations a terrific
source of inspiration, and they were captivated, too, by the atmosphere,
which they thought was rather grim.
They agreed to collaborate on a new version of the biblical story of Cain
and Abel, set here.
 Check out the story of Cain and Abel. Can you see why the poets
thought the Valley of Rocks was a good setting for the story?
They had very different ways of working, and found they could not work
together. In the end Coleridge wrote “The Wanderings of Cain” by himself.
 Read Coleridge's text in the online resources. Which parts of it seem
to you to have been inspired by the scenery and atmosphere of the
Valley of Rocks?

 Look around you, taking note of all the details, and have a think about
the words you might use to describe the scene to a blind person.
 Now think about the valley as it might appear at other times, in other
circumstances. What is old, what is new? What changes might take
place with the seasons, or in different weather conditions? Imagine you
are here at a different time of year, and describe what you think you
might see around you then instead.
 Just supposing you lived here in the Iron Age (people did, and there are
the remnants of their 2000-year-old field systems around you). The Iron
Age Celts had a rich mythology, and a culture of weaving stories around
the things they didn't understand. Later generations made up tales to
explain the world around them, too. There was a local legend that the
Devil caught some young ladies dancing on a Sunday here, and he
turned them to stone. Make up a story of your own about the valley.

GEOLOGICAL THEORIES
A number of literary visitors came to stay with Coleridge and Wordsworth
while they lived in Nether Stowey. These guests were usually persuaded to
accompany the two men on a walking tour to the Valley of Rocks.
One of these visitors was their friend Robert Southey, who later became Poet
Laureate. This is what he wrote in his journal in 1799:

From Linton an easy and little descent led me to the
Valley of Stones. The range of hills here next the sea are
completely stripped of their soil, the bones only of the earth
remain: in the vale, stone upon stone is scattered, and the
fern grows among them. Its origin I could not conjecture.
Water to have overwhelmed such a height must have
inundated all the lower country, a thing evidently
impossible: and the hills on the other side of the valley, not
an arrow's flight distant, are clothed with herbage. A
water spout perhaps; but I am , to my shame, no naturalist.
On the summit of the highest point of the hill, two large
stones inclining against each other form a portal; here I
laid myself at length – a level platform of turf spread
before me about two yards long, and then the eye fell
immediately on the sea – a giddy depth. After closing my
eyes a minute, it was deeply impressive to open them on the
magnificent dreariness, and the precipice, and the sea.
Notice how the writers of this period call it “Linton”, not “Lynton” as it is today.
 Can you find the “two large stones inclining against each other to form a
portal” on the “highest point of the hill”? What does that mean?
 Do you think Southey might have been right about what had happened
to form the Valley of Rocks? Do you have a better theory?

When Southey wrote this, geology was only just emerging as a scientific
study, and nothing was known about the Ice Ages or how the ice sheets
changed the shape of the landscape.
Another literary visitor who came here with Coleridge and Wordsworth was
writer William Hazlitt. This is what he wrote in his journal:

“At Linton the character of the seacoast becomes more
marked and rugged. There is a place called the Valley of
Rocks (I suspect this was only the poetical name for it),
bedded among precipices overhanging the sea, with
rocky caverns beneath, into which the waves dash, and
where the sea-gull for ever wheels its screaming flight.
On the tops of these are huge stones thrown transverse,
as if an earthquake had tossed them there, and behind
these is a fretwork of perpendicular rocks, something
like the 'Giant's Causeway'.”
 Check out the Giant's Causeway online. Do you think the rocks there
look like the ones here?
The basalt columns of Giant's Causeway were formed when molten lava was
forced through cracks in the seabed during volcanic activity, cooling when it
came into contact with the seawater. There is no evidence of any volcanic
activity in this area. The Valley of Rocks is a “dry valley”. You will see that
there is no stream running through; so what can have scooped out this
dramatic valley?
Geologists are still debating this today. They agree that it was probably to do
with the torrents of water that streamed through South West England when
the ice sheets melted, at the end of the last Ice Age; but there is still
controversy about what happened next.
 Look at the Exmoor coastline on the OS map, from Heddon's Mouth to
Glenthorne. From the contour lines, work out where the lowest and
highest places are in this area. Now trace the courses of the West and
East Lyn Rivers in relation to the hills, bearing gravity in mind. Does this
help your theory about what happened? Would it all have looked the
same back then?

The rocks were shattered during the Ice Age by a process known as “freezethaw”, and the pieces of broken rock tumbled down the slopes, where they
still lie today. As Hazlitt said, they look as if an earthquake has thrown them
there; but today we know that this was not the case.
The valley is part of a Site of Special Scientific Interest for its geology, which
includes important fossils in the rock.
 Write your own journal entry for the Valley of Rocks, using the same
format as both Southey and Hazlitt. Describe the landscape, and then
write a bit about how it might have been formed.
WILDLIFE
Perhaps you are a naturalist, and you are here to investigate the wildlife in
the Valley of Rocks.
 Remember that it is sometime around 1800, and Charles Darwin has
not yet written “Origin of Species”. You are one of the pioneer
naturalists, and you need to find some system for categorising the
species you find here. Starting with “Plant” as one heading, and
“Animal” as the other, see if you can find a sensible way of listing the
different species that you spot in the Valley of Rocks. There's no
google, and there are not even any reference books to tell you the
names of the different species. You are going to have to be very
detailed in your definitions, so that you can identify them using modern
resources when you get back to school.

If you are lucky, you will soon spot two different species of large mammals!
In 1086, the
Domesday Book
recorded a herd of
75 goats in the
Valley of Rocks, and
there were plenty
here in Southey's
day. The following
century, they were
culled by local
farmers, who were
fed up with having
their sheep butted
off the cliffs by the
goats!
The current herd was introduced from Northumberland in 1976, after it was
realised that their grazing was important in controlling the vegetation. From
time to time the herd gets too large and the goats become a nuisance, so that
their numbers have to be reduced. This is sometimes controversial.
 Do the goats contribute to the popular appeal of the Valley of Rocks?
Do they add to the scenic interest? Why?
A herd of Exmoor ponies is
often to be seen in the
valley. The ponies, too,
were listed in the
Domesday Book, and in the
sixteenth century there
were as many as 1000 on
the moor. Their numbers
declined dramatically
during and after the
Second World War, but
measures were taken after
this to re-establish the
herds.

MOTHER MELLDRUM
Our time machine is on fast forward now, to 1869, and RD Blackmore's novel
“Lorna Doone” has just been published. His white witch, Mother Melldrum,
lives in the Valley of Rocks during the winter, and a lot of romantically-minded
Victorian tourists are all around you, hoping to find where she lived. These
are the clues he has given them:
“This valley ... is a pretty one, though nothing to frighten
anybody... It is a green, rough-sided hollow, bending at the
middle, touched with stone at either crest, and dotted here and
there with slabs in and out the brambles. On the right hand is an
upward crag, called by some the 'Castle,' easy enough to scale,
and giving great view of the Channel. Facing this from the inland
side and the elbow of the valley, a queer old pile of rocks arises,
bold behind one another, and quite enough to affright a man, if it
were only ten times larger. This is called the 'Devil's Cheese
Ring,' or the 'Devil's Cheese Knife,' which means the same thing,
as our fathers were used to eat their cheese from a scoop; and
perhaps in old time the upmost rock (which has fallen away since
I knew it) was like such an implement, if Satan eat cheese
untoasted.”

Blackmore was here in 1865 with his young wife, Lucy, researching the novel.
He was related to the Wichehalse family who lived in Lee Abbey at the time,
and he mentions them in his novel. One of their servants was said to have
had a witch in the family.
Despite their bad press in fairy tales, witches like Blackmore's Mother
Melldrum were ordinary women with a knowledge of the medicinal properties
of herbs and other plants, before scientific processes were used to develop
conventional medicines. This knowledge was often handed on from mother to
daughter, and like sea bathing and “taking the waters”, people were willing to
use whatever was available to treat their illnesses before modern drugs were
developed. Some of the herbs used medicinally in the past have been
analysed by modern scientists and have been found to contain chemicals
synthesised in the manufacture of medicinal drugs today.
Blackmore's Mother Melldrum was based on Lynton “witch” Aggie Norman,
who really did live in the Valley of Rocks in the winter:

"Now the wisest person in all our parts was reckoned to be a certain
wise woman, well known all over Exmoor by the name of Mother
Melldrum... [she] had two houses, or rather she had none at all, but
two homes wherein to find her, according to the time of year...
...at the fall of the leaf, when the woods grew damp and irksome, the
wise woman always set her face to the warmer cliffs of the Channel;
where shelter was, and dry fern bedding, and folk to be seen in the
distance, from a bank upon which the sun shone. And there, as I
knew from our John Fry (who had been to her about rheumatism,
and sheep possessed with an evil spirit, and warts on the hand of his
son, young John), any one who chose might find her, towards the
close of a winter day, gathering sticks and brown fern for fuel, and
talking to herself the while, in a hollow stretch behind the cliffs; which
foreigners, who come and go without seeing much of Exmoor, have
called the Valley of Rocks. ...
"Now Mother Melldrum kept her winter in this vale of rocks,
sheltering from the wind and rain within the Devil's Cheese-ring,
which added greatly to her fame because all else, for miles around,
were afraid to go near it after dark, or even on a gloomy day. Under
eaves of lichened rock she had a winding passage, which none that
ever I knew of durst enter but herself. And to this place I went to
seek her, in spite of all misgivings, upon a Sunday in Lenten season,
when the sheep were folded."
 Write an entry from Mother Melldrum's journal, written during the winter
months, when she was living here
 Check out Victorian print-making techniques, and find a simple way to
produce a print of your own, illustrating your journal entry.
LEE ABBEY AND THE DUTY TOWER
If you carry on along the road beyond the roundabout, you come to Lee
Abbey, built on the site of Blackore's “Ley Manor”. You will find plenty more
Victorian tourists here, too, because in 1869, Mr Bailey's newly-extended
mansion is a sight worth seeing.
Charles Bailey bought “The Ley” in 1841. By 1850 he had completely
remodelled the original manor house at Ley in the romantic “Neo-Gothic” style
that sends shivers down every Victorian tourist's spine. He renamed it “Lee
Abbey”, although it had no connection with any religious order.

Like “Lorna Doone”, the literature that is trending in 1869 is the Gothic novel.
This started with the publication of thrillers such as Mary Shelley's
“Frankenstein” in 1818, and John William Polidori's “Vampyre” in 1819.
Charlotte Brontë's “Jane Eyre” was a runaway bestseller in 1847, and her
sister Emily's “Wuthering Heights” was published the following year.
The typical Gothic novel takes place in a wild and remote landscape and
features a vulnerable heroine who finds herself in terrible danger from either a
violent villain or a terrifying being with supernatural powers. Naturally there is
a larger-than-life hero who gallops to her rescue in the nick of time and
whisks her away to a life of luxury.
By the 1830s, better education and new printing techniques prompted a boom
in popular fiction. Gothic thrillers known as “penny bloods” (later “penny
dreadfuls”) were serialised in weekly 8- or 16-page booklets, illustrated with
black-and-white engravings or etchings.
The scene of all this dramatic action was usually a Gothic mansion – a
stylised version of a medieval castle, built with towers, turrets, buttresses and
battlements, and adorned with pillars and porticos and grotesque gargoyles.
At the same time, Bailey built a “folly” on Duty Point. This, too, was in the
Gothic style and was designed as an “optical dominant” – a dramatic point of
interest in a dramatic landscape. Intended to imitate the tower that provided
shelter overnight for a watchman, the tower on Duty Point was actually used
by customs men on the lookout for smugglers in the cove below.

One of the most
influential artists of the
period visited the area
on one of his
sketching tours in the
1830s. Devon scenery
inspired much of
Samuel Palmer's
work, and his print
“The Lonely Tower” is
said to be a portrait of
the Duty Tower.

In 1861 Palmer painted an imaginary shipwreck scene based on the Lynton
and Lynmouth coastline. The watercolour, entitled “After the Storm”, is on
display in Exeter's Royal Albert Memorial Museum.
TWENTIETH-CENTURY TOURISTS
Hold on tight, our time machine is skipping a hundred years this time, and
we're in the Valley or Rocks in 1960. Look what they've done to our
landscape!

The photo was taken by a couple who spent their honeymoon in the Valley of
Rocks campsite that April. It was early in the season, and they were the only
people there, apart from the campsite's warden. They loved it so much that
they have returned to the area for a holiday almost every Easter since. At first
this was with their parents, and then it was with their own children. When the
children grew up, they started bringing their families too. As many as 22
family members have holidayed together here at one time!
When the honeymooning couple first visited, in 1960, getting here was quite a
journey. They were driven from their wedding reception to Bristol, and from
here they took the train to Minehead. The bus journey from Minehead to
Lynton took about six hours!
 Use Traveline's South West website to find out whether there is still a
bus running from Minehead to Lynton. How long does it take? Has the
journey got any easier in the last 55 years?
 Now use Google to find out roughly how long the same journey would
take in a car. How far does Google say it is? Can you see why Lynton
and Lynmouth are sometimes considered “remote”, even though they
are only a few miles away from the nearest towns?
ROCK CLIMBING IN THE VALLEY OF ROCKS
Like the Victorians before them, and our honeymoon couple from 1960,
modern tourists are attracted to the Valley of Rocks by the stunning scenery.
Those Victorian visitors themselves have added to the appeal, with their
words and pictures celebrating its beauty.
There are other visitors here, too, looking for adventure on the rocks.
Although the Valley of Rocks is not on the lists of Britain's most thrilling
venues for rock climbing, groups of climbers can often be seen here. It is
regarded as a good place for beginners to try out the sport, and there are a
number of good routes for more advanced climbers too.
Top name Mick Fowler was one of the climbers who visited the area in the
1970s to establish some of the routes that exist, working with the local
experts who spent a lot of time here doing the same thing.
The ukclimbing website includes a guide to climbs in the Valley of Rocks, with
photographs of climbers on the most popular routes.
Climbing can be dangerous. Please don't try climbing here without the
right equipment and an experienced supervisor.

